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Dear Colleague,
Cha Jung Hee and I were fellow orphans at the Sun Duck
Orphanage in South korea in the 1960s. She and I had nothing in common and I did not know her personally. And yet, at
age 8, just before I was sent to the united States to be
adopted by the Borshay family in California, my identity was
switched with hers without anyone’s knowledge. I was given
Cha Jung Hee’s name, birth date and family history and told
to keep the switch a secret. Simultaneously, through a bureaucratic sleight of hand, my previous identity was completely erased.
For years, Cha Jung Hee was, paradoxically, both a stranger
and also my official identity — a persona unknown, but always present, defining my life. In my new film, In the Matter
of Cha Jung Hee, I search for Cha Jung Hee to finally put her
erstwhile existence to rest by meeting her in real life and finding out how she has fared.
In the course of my journey, I meet many women named Cha
Jung Hee and through their stories imagine what my life
would have been like had I stayed in korea. I also delve
deeper into the bureaucratic switch that changed my life and,
in the process, raise questions about the history and ethics of
international adoptions from South korea.
thank you and I hope you enjoy watching the film.
Deann Borshay Liem
Producer/director, In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee

Filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem.
Photo courtesy of Helga Sigvaldadottir
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Her passport said she was Cha Jung Hee. She knew she was

Which is the real Cha Jung Hee? the three Cha Jung Hees.
Photo by Chelsea Walton

not. So began a 40-year deception for a korean adoptee
who came to the united States in 1966. told to keep her true
identity secret from her new American family, the 8-year-old
girl quickly forgot she had ever been anyone else. But why
had her identity been switched? And who was the real Cha

States. traversing the landscapes of memory and identity,

Jung Hee?

Liem uncovers layers of misinformation in her adoption as

the feature length (63-minute) film In the Matter of Cha

she probes the cost of living with someone else’s identity.

Jung Hee depicts Deann Borshay Liem’s search to find the

As an outreach tool, this provocative film raises political

answers. In this follow-up to First Person Plural (POV 2000),

questions about the ethics of international adoptions, as well

the filmmaker returns to her native korea to find her “dou-

as fundamental personal questions about who we are and

ble,” the mysterious girl whose place she took in the united

how we come to understand ourselves.
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key Issues

POtentIaL Partners

In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is well suited for use in a

In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee is an excellent tool for out-

variety of settings and is especially recommended for use with:

reach and will be of special interest to people interested

•

your local Pbs station

•

groups that have discussed previous Pbs and POV

in the following topics:
•

adoption (especially transracial, intercultural
and international adoption)

films relating to international or transracial
adoption, including First Person Plural, Off and

•

asian americans

Running and Wo Ai Ni (I Love You) Mommy.

•

autobiography

groups focused on any of the issues listed in the

•

Culture

•

diversity

•

ethics

•

family dynamics

adoption services

•

Identity formation

•

adoptee support organizations

•

korea/korean history

•

High school students

•

korean adoptees

•

faith-based organizations and institutions

•

korean americans

•

Cultural, art and historical organizations,

•

Parenting/childrearing

institutions and museums

•

Peace studies

•

Civic, fraternal and community groups

•

Psychology

•

academic departments and student groups at

•

race

•

socioeconomic class

•

stereotyping

•

key Issues section
•

Organizations working on issues related to
adoption

•

adoption agencies providing pre- and post-

colleges, universities and high schools
•

Community organizations with a mission to
promote education and learning, such as local
libraries

usIng tHIs guIde
this guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who
want to use In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives that foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their
thinking by sharing viewpoints and listening actively.
the discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a very wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues in the film. rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests.
And be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized
and optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pbs.org/pov/outreach
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History of adoption from korea

Deann at kimpo Airport, 1966.
Photo courtesy of Deann Borshay Liem

American interest in adopting korean orphans was sparked
by Harry and Bertha Holt, who adopted eight children after
the korean War. the agency they founded, the Holt Interna-

Five year Plan for Adoption and Foster Care (1976 to 1981)

tional Children’s Services, has since placed approximately

to encourage domestic adoption and reduce the number of

60,000 children into u.S. homes. For three decades, South

children going overseas. However, many korean families

korean children constituted the largest number of foreign-

were still reluctant to adopt children who weren’t family due

born adoptees to enter the united States on an annual basis,

to a traditional emphasis on family bloodlines.

a status that changed only in 1991, when romanian children
surpassed korean children (2,552 romanian children as
compared to 1,817 korean children).
South korea has looked to restrict foreign adoption after

South korea has since struggled to balance a desire to end
international adoption with the ongoing success of the program and the continued reluctance of korean families to
adopt. In the early 1980s, contrary to its announced goal of

facing some criticism for its rules governing the practice —

curbing the practice, it encouraged international agencies to

in particular from its neighbor, North korea — though this

hire korean social workers who could ease adoptees’ transi-

might not be obvious based on the large number of South

tions abroad; this plan helped achieve a new high of 8,837 in-

korean adoptees abroad. In 1976, South korea enacted the

ternational adoptions from South korea in 1985.

© American Documentary, Inc.
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During the 1988 Olympic games in Seoul,
South korea faced new criticism of its policies, and in 1989 it implemented a plan to reduce international adoptions, eventually
limiting adoption to only mixed-race and
disabled children.
this goal has not yet been achieved, though
the number of international adoptions decreased from 1986 to 2007. In addition, as
the South korean economy has flourished,
the government’s efforts to encourage domestic adoption have become more fruitful.
2007 marked the first time that domestic
adoptions outnumbered international ones
— 1,388 to 1,264 — although international
adoption numbers rose in 2008 and 2009
as a result of financial hardships created by
the global economic crisis.
even with that increase, however, korea has
dropped from longtime largest sender of
children to the united States to the fourth
largest in 2009, behind China, ethiopia and
russia.
South korea has in place a plan to eliminate
international adoption by 2012. “South
korea is the world’s 12th largest economy
and is now almost an advanced country, so
we would like to rid ourselves of the international stigma or disgrace of being a babyexporting country,” kim Dong-won, who
oversees adoptions at the Ministry of Health,
told The New York Times in 2008.
to encourage domestic adoptions, the
South

korean

government

instituted

monthly allowances and increased health
benefits for children adopted in country.
restrictions on potential adoptive parents were also erased,

Foster Parents' Plan, Inc..
Photo courtesy of Deann Borshay Liem

allowing single parents to adopt and raising the maximum
age of prospective parents from 50 years older than the
child to 60.

© American Documentary, Inc.
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sources:

Closeup of documents and photos from orphanage.
Photo by Jongsuk Lee

POV. “transracial Adoption.”
http://www.pbs.org/pov/archive/firstpersonplural/historical/
transracial.html
Freundlich, Madelyn, and Joy kim Lieberthal. “the gathering of the

CNN.com. “korean War’s Secret Legacy Lives on in Children

First generation of Adult korean Adoptees: Adoptees’ Perceptions of

Adopted in u.S.”

International Adoption.” evan B. Donaldson Institute.

http://archives.cnn.com/2000/uS/12/12/us.korea.adoption.reut/

http://www.adoptioninstitute.org/proed/korfindings.html

“time to Shake Off Image of ‘Child exporter’.” The Korea Times,

Onishi, Norimitsu. “South korea aims to end stigma of adoption,”

10 May 2010.

The New York Times, 9 October 2008.

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/opinon/2010/06/

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/09/world/asia/

202_65658.html

09iht-09adopt.16801435.html
Adoption.com. “korean Adopted Children.”
http://encyclopedia.adoption.com/entry/korean-adoptedchildren/204/1.html
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Photo courtesy of “In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee”

requirements to adopt from korea
South korea is not a party to the Hague Convention of 1993,
an international agreement drafted to regulate and safeguard international adoptions. So, while other countries have
changed their requirements since then, korea’s guidelines

household member). Adoption fees vary and include

for adoption have remained largely unchanged in recent

agency and social worker fees, legal, administrative coun-

years. In line with its plan to eliminate international adoption

seling, service fees in the uS and korea, immigration appli-

by 2012, South korea has implemented quotas that will re-

cations, and travel to and from korea.

duce international adoptions by 10 percent each year.
In order to adopt from korea, an American family first must
be found eligible by the united States Citizenship and Immi-

korea also has a set of requirements for all prospective
parents, including:
•

Parents must have been married at least three years.
Single parents are not eligible.

•

Parents must be between 25 and 44 years old, with no
more than a 15-year age difference. exceptions may be
made if at least one parent is younger than 45, the
couple has previously adopted korean children or they
are willing to adopt an orphan with serious medical
issues.

gration Services (uSCIS). Currently, a family can expect to
wait anywhere from one year for a child with special needs
to three to four years for a healthy child. the application
process, required for all international adoptions, involves filling out an application, providing documentation about marital status and income, undergoing a home study and
providing fingerprinting (paying a fee through uSCIS per

© American Documentary, Inc.
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•

Parents must have an
income above the u.S.
average and sufficient to
support a child.

•

Parents may not have
responsibility for more
than five children,
including the child to be
adopted.

In addition, the korean child
must meet requirements for
adoption as dictated by the
South

korean

government.

korean orphans usually have a
five-month waiting period in
korea before being eligible for
adoption abroad; this is to provide an opportunity for a suitable korean family to be
found. Adoptions must be organized through agencies approved by korea’s Ministry for
Health, Welfare and Family Affairs.

sources:
Office of Children’s Issues, united
States Department of State. “Intercountry Adoption:

Arnold and Alveen Borshay.
Photo courtesy of the Borshay family

eligibility to Adopt.”
http://www.adoption.state.gov/about/who/eligibility.html
Office of Children’s Issues, united States Department of State.
“Intercountry Adoption: South korea.”
http://www.adoption.state.gov./country/south%20korea.html
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Photo courtesy of “In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee”

korean adoptee Identity
In 2009, the evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute, a nonprofit adoption research and policy group based in New
york, released a report examining the experiences of korean

welcomed by their own ethnic group. (It is estimated that

adoptees in the united States.

korean-born adoptees make up 10 percent of the u.S. citi-

the study, which focused on the first generation of children

zens who are of korean ethnicity.)

adopted from South korea, now adults, found that as chil-

the approach to assimilating children from other cultures

dren, 78 percent of respondents had considered themselves

has changed since Americans first began adopting interna-

white or had wanted to be white. Sixty percent said that

tionally: While once it was believed that parents would do

their racial identity had become important by middle school,

best to immerse a child in American culture and disregard

and 61 percent said they had traveled to korea as adults to

his or her ethnic heritage, today experts advise educating

learn more about their culture and to find their birth parents.

foreign-born children about their origins. Moreover, experts

Members of this generation of adoptees were involved in

say that socialization to one’s culture is not sufficient — chil-

some of the first transracial adoptions in the united States,

dren adopted internationally also need relationships with

and many reported being teased or discriminated against as

others from their own ethnic groups and preparation for

children, often by teachers. the majority grew up in pre-

coping with discrimination.

dominantly white neighborhoods, and only a small minority

the evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute also recommends

(13 percent) responded “very often” when asked if they felt

that support for adoptive parents be improved and advises

© American Documentary, Inc.
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Photo courtesy of “In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee”

that a child’s adoption grows in significance as he or she gets
older, becoming especially important in development during young adulthood.
More recently, the South korean government has worked to
establish connections with children who were adopted internationally, making available resources that allow them to
maintain closer ties with korea.
sources:
Freundlich, Madelyn, and Joy kim Lieberthal. “the gathering of the
First generation of Adult korean Adoptees: Adoptees’ Perceptions of
International Adoption.” evan B. Donaldson Institute.
http://www.adoptioninstitute.org/proed/korfindings.html
Nixon, ron. “Adopted From korea and in Search of Identity.”
The New York Times, 8 November 2009.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/09/us/09adopt.html
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generaL dIsCussIOn QuestIOns

Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a
few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen. If
the mood seems tense, you can pose a general question
and give people some time to themselves to jot down or
think about their answers before opening the discussion.
Unless you think participants are so uncomfortable that
they can’t engage until they have had a break, don’t encourage people to leave the room between the film and
the discussion. If you save your break for an appropriate
moment during the discussion, you won’t lose the feeling
of the film as you begin your dialogue.
One way to get a discussion going is to pose a general
question such as:
•

If you could ask anyone in the film a single question,
who would it be and what would you ask him or her?

•

what did you learn from this film? what insights did
it provide?

•

describe a moment or scene in the film that you
found particularly disturbing or moving. what was it
about that scene that was especially compelling for
you?

Cha Jung Hee.
Photo courtesy of Deann Borshay Liem
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Meeting with Sgt. Lee.
Photo by Jongsuk Lee

adoption Policy
•

What did you learn from this film about:
— adoption in general

manitarian effort during the korean War became an industry

— international adoption

that brought millions of dollars into the korean economy”

— transracial or transcultural adoption
— the effects of international, transracial or
transcultural adoption on the identity development
of adopted children, especially on the identity of a
child whose race, national origin or culture differs
from that of his or her adoptive parents
•

reflecting on current korean adoption practices, film-

maker Deann Borshay Liem observes, “What began as a hu-

© American Documentary, Inc.

and relieved the korean government of potential social welfare obligations. taking into account the cultural, political
and economic realities of both the united States and South
korea, do you think that the governments should continue to
allow (or encourage) u.S. adoptions from South korea? Why
or why not?
•

What led to the orphanage’s decision to substitute

kang Ok Jin for Cha Jung Hee? In what ways might war,
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Photo courtesy of “In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee”

poverty, race, gender or political power have influenced that
decision? Whose interests were served by this action? What
was the impact on kang Ok Jin (Deann Borshay Liem, the
filmmaker), kang Ok Jin’s birth mother and siblings, the Borshays and/or Cha Jung Hee?
•

As she searches for Cha Jung Hee, the filmmaker is

Identity

both frustrated and surprised by the records she is able to

•

What do you think the filmmaker learned from her

access. In your view of adoption, what should be docu-

search for Cha Jung Hee?

mented, who should have access to those documents and

•

how should access be provided? Are there records that

come back to korea we become tourists in our own land . . .

should remain sealed, or should all documentation be made

I don’t understand the nuances of korean culture, but there’s

Liem observes, “Wherever adoptees end up, when we

available?

something about the aromas, the food, the colors and the

•

given what you saw in the film, if you were in a position

music that feels right.” Why do childhood experiences con-

to adopt, would you adopt a child from a different race, na-

tinue to resonate so powerfully? How might the role of such

tion, religion or culture? Why or why not? In terms of adop-

early memories differ for adoptees compared with others

tion, what ethical, political or personal issues does the film

who have left their birthplaces, such as immigrants or

raise for you?

refugees?

© American Documentary, Inc.
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•

Cha Jung Hee ulsan and Deann Borshay Liem.
Photo by Bonhae ku

Commenting on her meeting with other korean

adoptees, Liem says, “there’s a randomness to our fate. Not
only could I have been Cha Jung Hee; I could have been
Swedish.” How does the concept of randomness fit into your

personal history of living through Japanese occupation and

own world view and/or your view of your place in the world?

being widowed with five children during the korean War.

•

Liem and the other korean adoptees that she meets

What do you know about your parents’ experiences and

have multifaceted cultural and national identities. What is

how does it influence your understanding of them?

the potential for people like these korean adoptees to bridge

•

worlds or increase understanding? What burden does it

recognizes Liem as her daughter are “the words I most

place on them to bridge those worlds?

wanted to hear and the words I’ve had the hardest time ac-

Liem says that the words of her adoptive mother as she

Liem describes feeling unexpected anger toward her

cepting.” Why might Liem have had a hard time feeling that

birth mother for giving her up for adoption. that anger is

she belonged in the Borshay family or had a right to accept

then somewhat mitigated by learning about her mother’s

her family’s love?

•

© American Documentary, Inc.
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History and Memory
•

What did you learn from the film

about life in korea or korean history?
•

kim Dae Jin says, “koreans and

Asians in general . . . We’d like to believe
that it is wise to forget about the unfortunate past or things that went awry.”
the woman Liem believes is Cha Jung
Hee declines to accept the photographs
and shoes saying, “No, I don’t want to
keep them. I want to forget about the
past. I am afraid I might dream about it.”
under what circumstances might forgetting about the past be “wise”? What
do people lose when they forget about
the past?
•

What are the touchstones that

Liem uses to frame this autobiographical account of her search for Cha Jung
Hee? If you were constructing your own
autobiography, what would be your
touchstones? How does the lens we
choose to use in looking at our lives influence what we see?

Deann getting citizenship.
Photo courtesy of the Borshay family
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Photo courtesy of “In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee”

this season, POV is showing three films about families that have adopted. In addition to In the Matter of Cha Jung
Hee, these films are wo ai ni (I Love you) Mommy and Off and running. As you compare and contrast these films,
or films on adoption from past POV seasons, you may want to think about the significance of these factors:
•

the age of the child at adoption. From the perspectives of both child and parent, what is the difference
between adopting an infant, a toddler or an 8-year-old?

•

Circumstances that led to the child being relinquished for adoption. How do the circumstances of the
biological parents affect a child’s sense of self?

•

Historical relationship between country of origin and united states. Does it matter whether the
adoption took place in the aftermath of a war or natural disaster, in response to persistent poverty or
cultural stigma or simply as the result of the untimely or accidental death of a child’s biological parents?

•

Culture of origin or race of the child in relation to the culture or race of the adoptive family. Does it
matter whether there is a cultural, religious, racial or national match between parents and child? In terms
of an ability to transition or bond, are some differences easier than others?

Additional media literacy questions are available at: www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php

© American Documentary, Inc.
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•

the film crew in korea.
Photo courtesy of Deann Borshay Liem

Host a dialogue or debate about the pros and cons of

international adoptions. Include information on the continuation of adoptions from South korea given the nation’s current economic success.
•

Convene a forum on current issues related to the

•

Provide a public forum for members of families that

Asian-American community and/or the development of

have adopted across national, racial or cultural lines to share

Asian-American identity. Consider differences in identity de-

their stories, perhaps as a way of interesting other families in

velopment for children of korean immigrants to the united

adoption or helping prospective adoptive families realisti-

States and korean children adopted by u.S. families who are

cally prepare for the challenges of international, interracial

not ethnically korean.

or intercultural adoption.

•

Study the intersections of u.S. foreign policy and trends

in international adoptions. Share what you learn with your
community and policy makers.

© American Documentary, Inc.
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FILM-RELATED WEB SITES

What’s Your POV?
Share your thoughts about In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee
by posting a comment on the POV Blog

Original Online Content on
POV Interactive (www.pbs.org/pov)
POV’s In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee companion website

www.pbs.org/pov/blog or send an email to pbs@pov.org.

www.pbs.org/pov/chajunghee

the film and the filmmaker

to further enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an in-

NEW AMERICA MEDIA.

teractive website to enable viewers to explore the film in

“In tHe Matter of CHa Jung Hee.”

greater depth. the companion website to In the Matter of

http://news.newamericamedia.org

Cha Jung Hee offers a streaming video trailer for the film;
an interview with filmmaker Deann Borshay Liem; a list of related websites, organizations and books; a downloadable
discussion guide; and the following special features:
This is My Family: For most of us, the classic family
photo with matching sweaters and look-alike smiles
doesn’t quite capture our family. As part of POV's
Adoption Stories project, we want to hear real stories
about your family. upload your photos and videos to
our user-generated family album.

this interview with the filmmaker was conducted in conjunction with a screening of the film at the San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival.
MU FILMS
www.mufilms.org
Founded by Deann Borshay Liem, Mu Films is a nonprofit
production company that produces documentaries about
social, political and cultural issues with a focus on untold stories from under-presented communities.

experts weigh in on some of the politics, culture and
identity issues around international adoptions
Additional Video
Multimedia timeline: trace the history of adoption in
America through photos and video

adoption
adoptIon natIon: How tHe adoptIon
revolutIon Is transforMIng aMerICa
(NeW YORK: BASIC BOOKS, 2000)

Share your story: Four adopted koreans tell their
stories in these oral histories excerpted from "Here: A
Visual History of Adopted koreans in Minnesota". We'd
love to hear your story, too.

this book, centered on a Pulitzer Prize-nominated series of
articles author Adam Pertman wrote for the Boston globe,
explores the history of adoption in the united States, from
the orphanages of the 19th century to the wider acceptance
today of adoption by single, gay and older parents and by
parents of different races than their children.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.
“CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION GATEWAY.”
www.childwelfare.gov/adoption
this site, administered by the u.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, offers a great deal of information about
both domestic and international adoption. Included are sections on laws governing adoption, how to put a child up for
adoption, how to adopt, post-adoption services and reuniting families.

© American Documentary, Inc.
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International adoption

outsIders wItHIn: wrItIng on transraCIal
adoptIon (CAmBRIDGe: SOUtH eND PReSS, 2006)

ADOPTION.COM. “GETTING STARTED WITH
INTERNATIONAL ADOPTION.”
http://international.adoption.com

In this unusual collection, edited by Jane Jeong trenka, Julia
Chinyere Oparah and Sun yung Shin, transracial adoptees
from around the world share their experiences in essays, fic-

this site offers information about the important considera-

tion, poetry and art. In the process, they tackle questions of

tions specific to international adoption. With links to country

racism, family, belonging, human rights and social justice.

programs, types of international adoption and financial and
legal considerations, this site aims to equip potential

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE. “WHAT IS INTERCOUN-

adopters with resources in order to help them make in-

TRY ADOPTION?”

formed decisions.

http://adoption.state.gov/about/what.html

adoptIon aCross Borders
(LANHAm, mD.: ROWmAN & LIttLeFIeLD, 2000)
rita J. Simon, a professor of justice, law and society, and

this website provides information on regulations that govern intercountry adoption. the site offers valuable information on adoption news and statistics, country-specific
adoption information and an overview of the implications of

Howard Altstein, a professor of social work, draw on 30

the recently passed Hague Convention agreement, which es-

years of studying transracial and intercountry adoption to

tablished important standards and safeguards to protect

examine changing attitudes toward the practice and its pos-

children adopted internationally.

itive effects.

Beyond good IntentIons: a MotHer refleCts

support for adoptees & adoptive families

on raIsIng InternatIonally adopted CHIldren
(St. PAUL: YeONG & YeONG, 2005)
Cheri register, a mother of two adopted korean girls, re-

GLOBAL OVERSEAS ADOPTEES LINk (G.O.A.L)
http://goal.or.kr/eng

flects with candor on the difficulties she faced and on her

global Overseas Adoptees' Link (g.O.A.'L) is a non-profit or-

own quest to stamp out (sometimes unintentional) deroga-

ganization and a NgO consisting of overseas korean

tory or offensive behavior toward multiracial families.

adoptees (OAks) and native koreans working together to
locate birth families and experience korean life and culture.

InsIde transraCIal adoptIon
(INDIANAPOLIS: PeRSPeCtIveS PReSS, 2000)
using a blend of academic research and personal experi-

OVERSEAS kOREANS FOUNDATION (OkF)
http://oaks.korean.net

ence, authors gail Steinberg and Beth Hall, founders and co-

the purpose of the program is to give internationally

directors of Pact, An Adoption Alliance and each the

adopted koreans a stronger connection to korea and their

adoptive mother of several foreign-born children, offer guid-

korean identity by providing opportunities to experience

ance for families dealing with the challenges of transracial

their motherland, its people, and culture. OkF also supports

adoption.

and works with adoption agencies in korea that have postadoption programs to encourage coordination of services

In tHeIr own voICes:

and resource sharing.

transraCIal adoptees tell tHeIr storIes
(NeW YORK: COLUmBIA UNIveRSItY PReSS, 2000)

ADOPSOURCE
http://www.adopsource.org

this multifaceted book by rita J. Simon and rhonda M. roorda combines information about policy surrounding transracial adoption with the real-life stories of two dozen
adoptees.

AdopSource is the first organization of its kind in Minnesota
which will provide a space and collective resources for
adoptees. this is a center for all adoptees, their families, and
the greater community.
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INTERNATIONAL kOREAN ADOPTEE ASSOCIATIONS

INTERNATIONAL kOREAN ADOPTEE SERVICE (INkAS)

(IkAA)

www.inkas.or.kr/eng

http://ikaa.org/en

InkAS is a non-profit organization which protects overseas

the objective of the IkAA website is to create a platform to

korean adoptees and adoptive families’ interests. they wish

share and exchange information internationally and provide

to help adoptees by supporting and encouraging the devel-

a permanent forum for the network of korean adoptee as-

opment of korean pride. their purpose is to promote inter-

sociations worldwide.

national friendships and to enhance korea’s image as held
by adoptees, adoptive families, and adoptive nations,

kOREAN AMERICAN ADOPTEE ADOPTIVE FAMILY

through collaborative projects with adoptees and their

NETWORk (kAAN)

adoptive families.

www.kaanet.com
One hundred thousand korean children have been adopted
into the united States. With their extended families, they
form a korean adoption community of over two million.

POV. “FIRST PERSON PLURAL.”
www.pbs.org/pov
the archived POV website for Liem’s previous film exploring

kAAN's primary project is an annual national conference in

u.S. adoptions of korean children and her own search for her

a different city each year. this annual coming together al-

identity and birth family.

lows all attendees to feel part of a national adoption community.

searching and reconnecting

THE EVAN B. DONALDSON ADOPTION INSTITUTE
www.adoptioninstitute.org

ADOPTION.COM. “ADOPTION REUNION REGISTRY.”
http://registry.adoption.com

the evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute, founded in 1996,
is a national not-for-profit organization devoted to improving adoption policy and practice. the Adoption Institute is a
reliable, unbiased and respected voice for ethical adoption
practices that respect all people touched by adoption.
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SERVICE (ISS)
www.iss-ssi.org
the International Social Service (ISS) helps individuals, children and families confronted with social problems involving
two, or more, countries as a consequence of international
migration or displacement.

Adoption.com’s reunion registry is an online adoption reunion registry with approximately 400,000 records. Visitors
can complete profiles with adoptee information to find birth
and adoption records.
ADOPTION REGISTRY CONNECT.
www.adopteeconnect.com
Adoption registry Connect is a worldwide adoptee and
birth-parent search registry designed to reunite adoptees
with their birth parents and siblings. the site is part of a network of sites seeking to maximize access and provides its
services free of charge.

BIrtHrIgHt: tHe guIde to searCH and reunIon
for adoptees, BIrtHparents and adoptIve
parents (NeW YORK: PeNGUIN, 1994)
Jean A.S. Strauss, who sought out her own birth parents, recounts her experience in this practically oriented guide to
conducting a similar search. Included are tips, lists of resources, true stories from other searches and advice about
dealing with the emotional turbulence that may result.
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FINDME.ORG.
http://findme.org
FindMe is a free, mutual-consent reunion registry for those
seeking birth parents or siblings or children given up for
adoption.

tHe otHer MotHer: a true story
(NeW YORK: SOHO PReSS, 1991)
Carol Schaefer writes about putting her son up for adoption,
her search for him later in life and their eventual reunion.

adoption: general
CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION GATEWAY.
“ADOPTION.”
www.childwelfare.gov
the Child Welfare Information gateway serves as a clearinghouse and is a project of the u.S. Department of Health
and Human Services. the link leads directly to resources related to adoption.
PACT
www.pactadopt.org
this organization aggregates information that addresses
issues for children of color who were adopted and their
families.
CENTER FOR ADOPTION POLICY
www.adoptionpolicy.org
this organization promotes the development of ethical
adoption policies in order to reduce the obstacles to both
domestic and international adoption. the website includes
links to resources, as well as to policy statements in support
of international adoption.
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to order In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee, go to: http://www.mufilms.org/films/matter-of-cha-jung-hee

Produced by American Documentary, Inc.
and beginning its 23rd season on PBS in
2010, the award-winning POV series is the
longest-running showcase on American television to feature the
work of today’s best independent documentary filmmakers. Airing June through September, with primetime specials during the
year, POV has brought more than 300 acclaimed documentaries
to millions nationwide and has a Webby Award-winning online
series, POV's Borders. Since 1988, POV has pioneered the art of
presentation and outreach using independent nonfiction media
to build new communities in conversation about today's most
pressing social issues. More information is available at
www.pbs.org/pov.

Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, the John D. and
Catherine t. MacArthur Foundation, National endowment for
the Arts, the educational Foundation of America, New york
State Council on the Arts, New york City Department of Cultural
Affairs, the Fledgling Fund, FACt and public television viewers.
Funding for POV's Diverse Voices Project is provided by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, and the rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Special support provided by the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences. POV is presented by a consortium of public
television stations, including kCet Los Angeles, WgBH Boston
and tHIrteeN in association with WNet.Org.
American Documentary, Inc. www.amdoc.org

pov Interactive www.pbs.org/pov
POV’s award-winning Web department produces special features for every POV presentation, extending the life of our films
through filmmaker interviews, story updates, podcasts, streaming video and community-based and educational content that
involves viewers in activities and feedback. POV Interactive also
produces our Web-only showcase for interactive storytelling,
POV’s Borders. In addition, the POV Blog is a gathering place for
documentary fans and filmmakers to discuss and debate their
favorite films, get the latest news and link to further resources.
the POV website, blog and film archives form a unique and extensive online resource for documentary storytelling.
POV Community Engagement and Education
POV works with local PBS stations, educators and community
organizations to present free screenings and discussion events
to inspire and engage communities in vital conversations about
our world. As a leading provider of quality nonfiction programming for use in public life, POV offers an extensive menu of resources, including free discussion guides and curriculum-based
lesson plans. In addition, POV’s Youth Views works with youth
organizers and students to provide them with resources and
training so they may use independent documentaries as a catalyst for social change.

American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company
dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting contemporary
stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in
mainstream media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public
culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities around socially relevant content on television, online and in
community settings. these activities are designed to trigger
action, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and community participation. Simon Kilmurry is executive
director of American Documentary | POV; Cynthia Lopez is
executive vice president.
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